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Abstract
Vision screening in junior schools around the globe are often limited to distance visual acuity
(dVA). Oculomotor dysfunction (OMD) is an umbrella term that includes abnormalities in
comfortable and accurate control of the oculomotor system (fixation, pursuits and saccades)
and can exist despite normal dVA. Since we assumed that a basic prerequisite for successful
reading is that the ocular sensory-motor functions perform in flawless harmony with effortless
automaticity, we hypothesized that OMD but not dVA would have profound effect on
comfortable and efficient acquisition of effective reading skills. Consequently, we
retrospectively compared independently obtained (double blind) reading evaluations and
extensive optometric screening examinations of a class of 28 first graders. We found, as we
hypothesized, that performance on optometric oculomotor tests, but not dVA , were predictive
of reading test performance (both speed and accuracy) according to the standardized national
reading norms. Our results suggest reevaluating the effectiveness of dVA as a marker of visual
readiness for scholastic achievements. We propose including OMD related assessments as part
of a paradigm shift in both vision screening in early readers as well as potential treatment
protocols for those pupils struggling to acquire efficient reading skills.
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Introduction
According to the Annie E Casey Foundation, in 2017, only 35% of children starting fourth grade
in the US had reading skills that were proficient or above proficient level relative to their age1.
Furthermore, sociologist Donald Hernandez found that the risk of leaving school without a
diploma increases by 400% if a child enters fourth grade without proficient reading skills 2.
Acquiring reading skills would therefore seem key to young adults finishing high school.

Reading is a complex process that depends on an effective ocular sensory-motor platform whilst
simultaneously relying on high level visual-perceptual, cognitive, language and comprehension
skills. During reading the visual system relies on high-level binocular control to ensure that the
two eyes remain converged on the plane of the printed page whilst simultaneously shifting from
word to word causing a relative adjustment in angle of each eye. Similarly, the letters must be
kept in focus, remaining sensitive to changes in demand as the eye shifts to lines closer or
further from the reader on the Z axis. This must be done for prolonged periods of time despite
using a muscle structure (smooth muscle) designed for rapid brief actions. All of these are
tremendously intricate and highly demanding tasks that we expect to take place with effortless
automaticity. With regard to oculomotor control, prior to performing a saccade the visual
system calculates the location in space to which the reader’s eyes are to be relocated. This is
achieved with precision in a seemingly effortless task for much of the population who enjoy
effective oculomotor function.
Oculomotor dysfunction (OMD) is an umbrella term that includes abnormalities in comfortable
and accurate control of the oculomotor system, including fixation, saccades and pursuits. The
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prevalence of OMD in school aged ‘good’ readers is estimated to be 22-24%3,4 compared to as
high as 95% in child populations diagnosed with a reading difficulty3. For those suffering from
OMD saccades can overshoot, causing the eyes to land further than the designated target, or
undershoot, causing the eyes to land short of the designated target. Both overshooting and
undershooting are typically followed by smaller corrective saccades. OMD might also include
unintentional motor responses to ocular movement (aka oculomotor overflow) of the jaw,
tongue, head or body that accompany pursuits or saccadic movements. The extreme demands
of reading on the oculomotor system may incapacitate a new reader who suffers from OMD,
impacting on both reading speed and accuracy. It is assumed that the root cause of many OMD
cases is the lack of effective integration of sensory input, higher level decision making, and
appropriate oculomotor response rather than being a purely neuromotor or sensory level
deficit.
It is clear that visual function deficits can adversely influence reading acquisition. Research
shows that untreated far-sightedness (hypermetropia)5, poor accommodative control6,7 as well
as poor functional binocular control7,8, severely impact reading ability and comfort9,10.
There is a plethora of evidence in the literature supporting a connection between ocular control
and its impact on reading ability11–15 .Despite this evidence, the prevalent testing protocols in
vision amongst first graders in multiple European countries16 includes distance visual acuity
(dVA) but typically omits screening for fixation, saccades, accommodation and convergence
skills.
We hypothesized that a basic prerequisite for successful reading is that the ocular sensorymotor functions involved should work in flawless harmony, and therefore, OMD, nut not dVA,
would have a profound effect on reading acquisition.
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Consequently, we retrospectively compared the results of a comprehensive optometric
examination of a class of 28 first graders to their independently obtained reading evaluations.
This optometric examination was performed by an optometrist who was blind to the children’s
school performance, and reading was assessed by a teacher who was blind to the optometric
screening results. The optometric evaluation included dVA and several standard developmental
optometric tests related to OMD, including King-Devick17, DEM18,19, and the Northeastern State
University College of Optometry (NSUCO)20 oculomotor test. The reading assessment included
reading speed and accuracy according to national standardized tests21. Specifically, we focused
on examining the relationship between dVA or OMD-related measures and reading
performance.

Methods
Participants
The cohort consisted of twenty-eight first grade children (17 boys and 11 girls) aged six and
seven years in an Israeli school. The parents of the children, all in the same class, were offered
the opportunity for their children to undergo an optometric screening examination in school
and were asked to provide their consent. Out of a class of thirty children, all but 2 parents
provided consent that their child participate in the optometric examination. The visual function
screening assessment was performed by a certified optometrist and took roughly forty minutes
per child. In addition, all the children underwent a comprehensive reading examination
including reading speed and accuracy, performed by a reading teacher a couple of weeks after
the optometric evaluation. Importantly, the teacher was not informed of the optometric results
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until a few weeks after the whole class’s reading assessments were completed, and the
optometrist was not informed of the reading assessment results until after the optometric
examinations were completed. The Bar Ilan University ethics committee approved a
retrospective analysis of the data. The children wore their current daily refractive correction for
each of the optometric tests below. If visual acuity was found to be 6/12 or worse in either eye
with their current spectacle correction (n=4), the child was referred to an optometrist for
further refractive testing or an ophthalmologist for a full ocular health exam (based on
retinoscopy results). In such cases (n=4), the child’s visual skills were then assessed several
weeks later with any newly prescribed spectacle prescription.
Visual screening examination
The visual screening examination was performed by a certified optometrist that has practiced
optometry for over 8 years. Each child’s optometric screening assessment took approximately
40 minutes and included the following standardized optometric tests carried out in this order:
Visual acuity (VA) near and distance, over refraction – retinoscopy, cover testing (distance and
near), negative fusional vergence (NFV) at near, positive fusional vergence (PFV) at near, near
point of convergence (NPC), stereopsis, accommodative amplitude (right eye (RE) only),
accommodative facility (RE only), NSUCO, Developmental Eye Movement test (DEM) and KingDevick test. Lighting was provided by overhead fluorescent fixtures as well as sun light from
windows. For the dVA testing and retinoscopy, the fluorescent lighting was extinguished, and
the sunlight was partially blocked by curtains leaving the room dimly lit22.
Distance visual acuity (VA) was performed using a standard acuity chart projected onto a wall 6
meters from the child and performed both monocularly and binocularly22.
Near VA was assessed at 40cm monocularly and binocularly using a near VA test card.
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Retinoscopy is an objective assessment of the child’s refractive status23. This was used to ensure
the child’s current habitual spectacle prescription was not under or over corrected by more than
0.5 diopters (D) of myopia (short sightedness), 1.5D hyperopia (far sightedness) or 0.75D
astigmatism24. If it was, they were referred to get corrective spectacles before continuing (n=4).
DEM test was used to assess saccadic accuracy and speed as well as assessing for rapid
automatic naming (RAN) challenges25. It was performed according to the guidelines provided
with the test26.
The King-Devick test, another test used to assess saccadic speed and accuracy and was
performed according to the testing protocol that is attached to the screening tool 27.
NSUCO (Northeastern State University College of Optometry) oculomotor test was carried out
according to the manual supplied by the OEP foundation28. We chose to assess whether the
head movement subtest during saccades were predictive of reading accuracy. The inability to
dissociate ocular movement from head movement is a typical sign of OMD. Head movements
demand more energy than ocular movements and are not precise enough to meet the demands
necessary for accurate reading. Lastly there is no saccadic suppression that takes place during
head movements. This often results in people with OMD perceiving letters as moving on the
page.
Reading assessment examination
Reading of each child was tested by an experienced reading teacher. The teacher used the agebased norm-referenced tests provided by the Israeli Ministry of Education and followed their
fixed protocol for testing21. The assessment comprised 10 different subtests assessing reading
and writing skills including accuracy, speed, phonological awareness, and reading
comprehension.
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In our retrospective analysis we chose to focus on subtest 8 which assesses reading speed and
accuracy since it best simulates visual demands of daily classroom reading. The test demands
reading text aloud while the teacher evaluates both accuracy and speed. This subtest does not
examine comprehension. The text is 77 words long presented in 8 widely spaced lines typically
taking at that age 60 to 266 seconds to complete. The teacher marks all the words correctly read
by the child including self-correction or inaccuracies which match everyday speech. According to
the national standards, a score of 69-77 words read correctly is considered a pass, a score of 5868 words correct demands follow up and a score below 57 words correct is a fail. The teacher
then assessed the severity and type of reading errors including morphological, morph-syntactic,
word switching etc. With regards to reading speed the teacher measures the amount of time it
takes for the child to read the 77 words. A score of less than 195 seconds is considered a pass, a
score between 196 and 265 seconds demands follow up and a score of over 266 seconds is
deemed a fail.
Analyses
To assess the relationship between visual optometric measures and reading performance
(speed/accuracy), we first correlated oculomotor measures with reading measures (saccadic
speed with reading speed and saccadic accuracy with reading accuracy). Furthermore, the class
was divided into two halves according to specific optometric performances (visual acuity and
then oculomotor functions) and in each such analysis, for each half (lower and higher in vision
scores) we examined their achievements on the reading test (the proportion of children who
passed, needed follow up, or failed).
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Results
Distance VA
Whilst we hypothesized that dVA would not be correlated with reading speed or accuracy, it is
currently the only formal first grade optometric check enforced by the Ministry of Health in
Israel,29 as is the case in many other countries16. To assess whether dVA was predictive of
reading performance, we examined whether children with superior dVA would perform better
on the reading tests than children with poorer dVA. To that end we first correlated the reading
speed and accuracy performance (subtest no. 8

21

) with dVAs and found that dVA was not

significantly predictive of reading accuracy (R=-0.082, t(26) = -0.42, p=0.68) or of reading speed
(R=0.25, t(26)=1.32, p=0.20). Figure 1A presents reading performance across 3 reading subtests
(reading a section from a short story aloud (subtest no. 8), reading a column of unfamiliar words
(subtest no. 7), or a column of familiar words (subtest no. 6) sorted by dVA. As can be seen,
higher dVA scores do not seem to be indicative of superior reading performance. We also
compared the proportions of “pass”, “requires follow up” and “fail” scores for reading accuracy
and speed according to national reading standards21 (subtest 8) between children with normal
dVA (=6/6) and children with lower dVA (<6/6). We focused on subtest 8 since it best simulates
visual demands of daily classroom reading. In these analyses we found that amongst children
with normal dVA (=6/6) the proportion of “pass” for the reading accuracy test was much lower
(52.9%) than in the children with lower dVA (81.8%). Furthermore, the proportion of “requires
follow up” and “fail” were higher than in the children with lower dVA (Figure 1B). This was also
the case for reading speed test results (see Figure 1C for details).
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Figure 1. Reading performance according to VA performance. (A) Raw reading scores data sorted
according to dVA (left column) with lower dVA scores (<6/6, n=11) above the bold black line and normal
dVA (=6/6, n=17) below it. Each row represents dVA and reading tests results of one child. Red represents
a “fail” grade, yellow represents “requires follow up” and green a “pass” grade according to the national
standards (see Results for details). (B) Proportions of reading accuracy categorization scores of subtest 8
for poorer dVA (<6/6 on left, n=11) and for normal dVA (=6/6 on right, n=17). (C) Same analysis as in (B)
but for reading speed. Note that dVA was not predictive of reading performance as children with poorer
dVA did not perform less accurately or slower on reading tests than children with normal dVA (see
Results).

Oculomotor screening
King-Devick (KD) and the developmental eye movement test (DEM) are two well-established
brief optometric screening tools whose saccadic demands on the visual system predominantly
mimic those that reading entails. We therefore expected that in contrast to dVA, performance
on King-Devick or the DEM would be predictive of reading performance, in either accuracy,
speed, or both.
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King-Devick

We first correlated the reading speed and accuracy performance (subtest no. 821) with KingDevick performance. We found, as we hypothesized, King-Devick accuracy was indeed predictive
of reading accuracy (R=-0.51, t(26) = -3.02, p=0.0056) as was King-Devick speed of reading speed
(R=0.62, t(26) = 3.98, p=0.00050). Figure 2A presents reading performance across 3 reading
subtests (as described above, see distance VA section and Figure 1) sorted by King-Devick speed.
As can be seen, faster King-Devick scores were associated with superior reading speed. Here too
we compared the proportions of “pass”, “requires follow up” and “fail” scores for reading speed
according to national reading standards (subtest 8) between children with higher KD speed and
within children with lower KD speed. We found that amongst children with slower King-Devick
performance the proportion of “fail” for the reading speed test was four times higher (28.6%)
than in the children with faster King-Devick performance (7.1%). Furthermore, the proportion of
“pass” was higher in the children with faster King-Devick performance (71.4%) than amongst
those with slower King-Devick performance (42.9%) (Figure 2B). Figure 2C presents reading
performance across the 3 reading subtests (6, 7 and 8), sorted by King-Devick accuracy. Here too
higher King-Devick accuracy scores were associated with higher reading accuracy. As can be
seen in Figure 2D, the proportion of reading accuracy classification scores (“pass”, “requires
follow up” and “fail”) amongst King-Devick upper performance was superior to that in the lower
King-Devick accuracy performance (more “pass”, less “fail”, see Figures 2D for details).
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Figure 2. Reading performance according to King-Devick performance. (A) The same raw reading data
scores as in Figure 1 but now sorted by King-Devick speed (on left column) with faster scores (n=14) above
the bold black line and slower scores (n=14) below it. Same conventions as in Figure 1. (B) Similar to
Figure 1, proportions of reading accuracy categorization scores (same colors as in A) of subtest 8 for
children with less accurate King-Devick performance (on left) and for children with more accurate King-
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Devick performance (on right). (C) As in panel A but reading data sorted according to King-Devick accuracy
(left column); more accurate KD scores above the bold line, less accurate scores below it. (D) Same
analysis and presentation as in (B) but for reading speed. Note that King-Devick accuracy and speed scores
were each predictive of reading speed and accuracy performance (see Results for details).

DEM
As with the KD test, we wanted to evaluate if the DEM performance would act as an effective
predictor for reading performance ability. To achieve this we correlated the reading speed and
accuracy performance (subtest 821) with DEM performance. Similar to King-Devick, as we
hypothesized, DEM accuracy and speed performance were predictive, respectively, of reading
accuracy (R=-0.43, t(26) = -2.46, p=0.021) and speed (R=-0.48, t(26) = 2.80, p=0.0094). Figure 3A
presents reading performance across the 3 reading subtests (6, 7, and 8, see above) sorted
according DEM speed. As can be seen, superior reading speed scores were associated with
faster DEM scores. Similar to King-Devick analyses and as can be seen in Figure 3B, the
proportion of “fail” for the reading speed test amongst children with slower DEM performance
was four times higher (28.6%) than in the children with faster DEM performance (7.1%).
Furthermore, the proportion of “pass” for the reading speed in the children with faster DEM
performance (78%) was twice as high as the proportion amongst those with slower DEM
performance (35.7%). Figure 3C presents reading performance across the 3 reading subtests (6,
7 and 8), sorted by DEM accuracy. Here too superior reading accuracy co-occurs with higher
DEM accuracy scores. The proportions of reading marks categories (“pass”, “requires follow up”,
or “fail”) based on national reading standards21 (subtest 8) are presented in Figure 3D with low
DEM accuracy (left, n=14) and higher DEM accuracy group (right, n=14). These show that better
reading (more “pass” marks and less “fail” marks) is evident in the higher DEM accuracy group
(right). Similar to previous studies by Rouse30 and others, we did not find significant correlation
between DEM ratio and reading speed (R=0.10, t(26) =0.51, p=0.61) or reading accuracy (R=0.12, t(26) =-0.62, p=0.54).
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Figure 3. Reading performance according to DEM performance. (A) The same raw reading scores as in
Figures 1-2 but here sorted according to DEM speed (on left column) with faster scores above the bold
line (n=14) and slower scores below it (n=14). Conventions as in Figures 1 and 2. (B) Proportions of
reading accuracy categorization scores of subtest 8 for the group of children with slower DEM
performance (left) and for the group with faster DEM performance (right). (C) The raw reading scores
sorted according to DEM accuracy (on left column) with more accurate performance (n=14) above the
bold line and less accurate performance (n=14) below it. (D) Same analysis as in (B) but for reading
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accuracy. Note that DEM accuracy and speed scores were predictive of reading accuracy and speed
(respectively, see Results).

Comparing King-Devick and DEM
Unlike the KD, the DEM also takes into account the child’s rapid automatic naming ability (RAN).
Furthermore, only the DEM adjusts the time measured according to the level of accuracy. Both
tests however, despite their differences, are standardized optometric tests designed to assess
horizontal eye movements. As they were both predictive of reading scores, with neither being
superior (correlation difference between KD accuracy with reading accuracy vs. DEM accuracy
with reading accuracy was not significantly different: Z=0.36, p=0.7188, two tailed; correlation
difference between KD speed with reading speed vs. DEM speed with reading speed was not
significantly different: Z=-0.66, p=0.5093, two tailed), we examined whether these tests single
out the same children or perhaps different ones with respect to reading ability. Since in our
analysis we focused on comparing the reading scores in the upper and lower optometric
performance halves of the class (for different optometric tests), we examined the
interchangeability of individual children between these two tests with respect to upper and
lower performance halves of the class. We split the class into two halves based on better/poorer
accuracy or speed for each of the two tests. We then evaluated the number of children that
were not classified in the same half of the class by the two tests (assigned to the upper half by
one test and the lower half by the other test or vice versa). Over 10% of the children in our
study that were assigned to the lower half of the class according to DEM accuracy were assigned
to the upper half according to KD accuracy. For speed, the mismatch between the two
oculomotor tests was of one child (in our cohort >3.5%). Overall, administering both KD and
DEM tests may be beneficial to avoid missing children with OMD that could be at risk of
struggling with reading acquisition.
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NSUCO
NSUCO is a well-established optometric test aimed at detecting gross oculomotor deficits. We
were interested in assessing whether the subsection of NSUCO saccadic head movement scores
can also be predictive of reading performance as we hypothesized they are likely to cause
reading inaccuracy (see Methods). The correlation between the NSUCO saccadic head
movement subtest and reading accuracy approached significance (R=-0.32, t(26) = 1.74,
p=0.094). Figure 4A presents reading performance across the 3 reading subtests (6, 7 and 8)
sorted according NSUCO subtest head movement, and Figure 4B the proportions of the reading
categorization marks based on national reading standards21 (subtest 8) for the superior NSUCO
performers (n=18) and for lower NSUCO performers (n=10). We found that amongst children
with little or no head movement the proportion of “fail” was zero (see Figure 4B right column).
In contrast, amongst children who struggled to dissociate oculomotor and head movement,
38.9% failed the reading accuracy test (see Figure 4B left column). Furthermore, the proportion
of “pass” was much higher with better NSUCO performance (80%) than amongst those with
poorer NSUCO performance (44.4%) (Figure 4B).
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A

B

Figure 4. Reading performance according to NSUCO head movement performance. (A) The raw reading
scores (as in previous figures) but sorted according to NSUCO head movement scores (left column) with
better (less head movement) scores (of 4-5) above the bold line (n=10) and worse (more acute head
movement scores of 1-3) below it (n=18). Conventions as in Figures 1-3. (B) Proportions of reading
accuracy categorization scores of subtest 8 for children who displayed more head movement (worse
oculomotor control) on the left and less head movement (better oculomotor control) on the right. The
correlation between the ability to dissociate head moment and ocular movement during the NSUCO test
was marginally predictive of reading accuracy (see Results).

Discussion
In this study we investigated how different visual abilities are related to reading performance in
a group of first grade children. We found that despite its prevalent use, dVA was not predictive
of reading performance. More importantly, we found that in line with our hypothesis saccadic
related King-Devick and DEM optometric tests were significantly predictive of reading
performance (both accuracy and speed). The NSUCO saccadic head movement subtest also
provided good indication of reading accuracy.
In the literature, the relationship between dVA and reading is still unclear. We found, in line
with our hypothesis, that dVA is not critical for reading acquisition. This may be because reading
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acquisition is most often performed at close viewing distances and uses large font sizes. Bruce et
al. report finding a correlation between dVA and developing literacy skills at the age of 4-5. In
their study they used the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests-Revised (WRMTS-R)31, perhaps due
to the young children’s pre-reading age. The correlation that they report is based on a subtest of
the WRMTS-R that demands letter recognition and not whole word or sentence reading. Such
visually local letter recognition is likely to rely on similar functions as VA testing, and therefore it
may not be surprising that such measures correlate. However, this does not necessarily predict
reading ability that relies on additional non-local multimodal processes. It is interesting that in a
review by De Rose the WRMTS-R test was criticized as a tool for assessing reading ability32. A
recent review by Hopkins et al. on dVA and reading ability concludes that the impact of dVA on
reading ability is still unclear. They conclude that while there may be some evidence supporting
a connection between dVA and reading ability, it is inconclusive and further research is
necessary33. In contrast to the above studies and in line with our hypothesis and results, several
other studies report that dVA is not associated with reading ability. One longitudinal study
assessing 1143 nine and ten year olds found that there was no correlation between dVA and
academic school performance34. However, that study did not directly assess the relationship
between dVA and reading. In fact in their analysis they regressed reading related measures out.
Additionally, as the age of the children in their study was 9 and 10, it is difficult to draw any
inferences from these findings about reading acquisition that typically occurs at earlier age.
Vinuela-Navarro et al. found that dVA was not predictive of reading skills35. While we are aware
that dVA is important amongst first graders for multiple purposes (seeing the board, reading the
teacher’s lips, social communication), our results support the view that dVA alone is not a
sufficiently effective screening tool of visual skills necessary for reading acquisition.
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We hypothesized that oculomotor control would be predictive of reading speed and accuracy
and this was significantly supported by our findings with both DEM and KD, while the NSCUCO
results were only marginally significant. The idea that oculomotor control is related to reading
ability is also in line with a previous study by Hoffman suggesting an estimated increase of 400%
in the prevalence of OMD between poor versus good readers3. Serdjukova et al., while not
assessing accuracy, also found the DEM speed to be predictive of reading speed ability 36. A
different study assessing the relation between reading ability and saccades reports that these
are not correlated35. However, in that study, eye movements were assessed while viewing
animated stimuli and cartoon characters which are very different from text (e.g. in spatial and
spectral structure) and are likely to rely on different brain and oculomotor patterns than those
that reading relies on. While there are differences between the DEM and KD, both are
standardized optometric tests assessing horizontal eye movements. As of yet, it is unclear if any
one of them is a more effective screening tool for saccadic control necessary for reading than
the other17. We found that both tests were significantly predictive of reading ability but did not
single out precisely the same group of children that failed. Maples and Ficklin report that the KD
test is predictive of the NSUCO head movement subtest37. Their study did not correlate these
results with reading. In another study however, similar to our findings, Maples and Ficklin do
report that higher NSUCO scores are predictive of improved reading ability38. The fact that
Maples and Ficklin found the relation between NSUCO and reading ability to be significant while
our results were only marginally significant may be due to differences in cohort sizes between
the studies. The NSUCO head movements subtest checks for head movements during ocular
saccades which are not assessed by the DEM or King-Devick. Furthermore, unlike the DEM or
KD, the NSUCO is a nonverbal test and assesses oculomotor function in a different manner than
the DEM or KD. We therefore suggest that all three portable, cheap and time efficient OMD
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tests be administered in order to detect any possible aberrant findings (accuracy, time to
complete) that may cause reading difficulty.
Hebrew for early readers is a highly transparent (aka shallow) language. This means that most of
the time it is read as it is written due to a consistent relationship between its graphemes and
phonemes39–41. Languages with deep orthography require the reader to take a more global,
whole word or semantic approach to reading. As the Hebrew reader becomes more fluent, the
diacritics (pronunciation symbols) are dropped and the reading takes on a more semantic
processing form. The current study’s reading assessment was performed using Hebrew with
diacritics. While our results were obtained using a shallow/transparent orthography, we
hypothesize that OMD also affects deep orthographic languages. This is supported by a recent
study by Kelly et al. using a deep orthographic language (English) that suggests that slow reading
speed is related to poor saccadic control and to fixation instability42. A review by Kulp and
Schmidt also suggests a correlation between oculomotor dysfunction and reading disability in
deep orthographic languages such as English43. Our oculomotor assessments (both King-Devick
and DEM) were administered, as instructed, from left to right so that we could compare our
results to these tests’ normative data, and also since these tests are based on numeric elements
that are typically read from left to right. However, since Hebrew is read in the opposite direction
(right to left), all the reading assessments were performed in the opposite direction in a right to
left manner. Lastly, while Garzia et al. found language did not affect speed of DEM
performance26, Fernandez-Velazquez & Fernandez-Fidalgo found that in 6 year old Spanish
speakers DEM was significantly slower relative to the English-based norms44. We cannot rule out
a possibility that a change in directionality or language may have influenced our results thus
strengthening or weakening our findings. However, such directionality or language
advantage/disadvantage, if present, was equal across all the children in our study. While we
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hypothesize that our results may be generalized to additional reading languages with both deep
and shallow orthographies and right to left reading, since our study was based on findings from
28 children, further research is necessary to assess how OMD affects additional cohorts.
There are several theories in the literature as to the cause of poor or regressive saccades during
reading and these are reviewed by Vitu and McConkie and Rayner45,46. One of these theories
claims corrective saccades are to remediate an inaccurate previous forward saccade which
caused the eyes to land incorrectly. A second theory suggests that eyes often make regressive
saccades as a result of leaving the word before it was identified or due to incorrect ocular
positioning on the fixated word which complicates the identification of that word. A third theory
proposes that the regressive saccades are necessary to enable the reader to reread a section of
text when faced with comprehension challenges. Our data that shows significant correlation
between OMD-related measures and reading performance do not necessarily refute or support
any of these theories that may each may come into play under different circumstances. It is
worth noting that not all poor readers in our study displayed OMD-related findings. This
supports our hypothesis that OMD may often be a possible cause of reading difficulties and not
a result of reading difficulty. People with oculomotor deficits have been shown to benefit from
oculomotor related treatments that typically reduce OMD related difficulties15,47–51. Therefore,
screening for OMD in early readers and possibly consulting with specialists to consider
dedicated support could be an effective policy for improving scholastic performance across
school aged children.

Conclusion
OMD’s prevalence in school aged good readers is estimated to be roughly one in five children
while almost all children diagnosed with a reading disability are estimated to suffer from OMD3.
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While future assessments of the relation between OMD related measures and reading
performance are necessary, our study suggests that reading among Hebrew speaking children is
significantly associated with OMD-related measures but not with dVA. The British Dyslexia
Association has already included full visual motor and visual perceptual evaluations as a
prerequisite to dyslexia testing52. We are hoping that our study will support enabling further
paradigm shifts in additional countries for both evaluating vision skills of early readers as well as
for potential treatment protocols of those pupils struggling to acquire efficient reading skills.
This is important since the primary scholastic goal of first grade is the achievement of accurate
reading which plays a key role and affords the acquisition of many additional skills later in life 53.
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